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Abstract
Big data analytics is the key research subject for future data driven decision
making applications. Due to the large amount of data, progressive analytics
could provide an efficient way for querying big data clusters. Each cluster
contains only a piece of the examined data. Continuous queries over these
data sources require intelligent mechanism to result the final outcome (query
response) in the minimum time with the maximum performance. A Query
Controller (QC) is responsible to manage continuous / sequential queries
and return the final outcome to users or applications. In this paper, we
propose a mechanism that can be adopted by the QC capable of managing
partial results retrieved by a number of processors each one responsible for
each cluster. Each processor executes a query over a specific cluster of data.
The proposed mechanism adopts two sequential decision making models for
handling the incoming partial results. The first model is based on a finite
horizon time-optimized model and the second one is based on an infinite
horizon optimally scheduled model. We provide mathematical formulations
for solving the discussed problem and present simulation results. Through a
large number of experiments, we reveal the advantages of the proposed mod-
els and give numerical results comparing them with a deterministic model.
These results indicate that the proposed models can efficiently reduce the
required time for returning the final outcome to the user / application while
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keeping the quality of the aggregated result at high levels.
Keywords: Big data, Continuous queries, Progressive analytics, Sequential
time-optimized models
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Big data is an interesting research area and consists of the basis of future
data driven decision making techniques. The appropriate management of
huge amounts of structured or unstructured data is the key research chal-
lenge. This research area has attracted the attention of many institutes and
companies worldwide. The reason is that, in many applications domains,
huge amount of data are produced and stored requiring the appropriate man-
agement mechanisms and the so called big data analytics. The increase of
users’ devices lead to an increased amount of data as well as to an increased
number of queries. Decision makers should adopt analytics in order to reach
efficient decisions according to the application domain. For instance, compa-
nies adopt analytics in order to deal with critical applications like security,
customers behaviour, etc.
Handling big data is not a trivial issue. Many frameworks have been
proposed so far. The most known framework is Hadoop 1 and its program-
ming model MapReduce [11]. The idea behind Hadoop is to store data sets
across distributed clusters and, then, run a distributed processing scheme
in each cluster. In general, there are two processing models: (a) the batch
oriented processing and, (b) the stream (on-line) oriented processing.
Hadoop and MapReduce are oriented to batch processing. Problems arise
when applications require real-time management of data streams. Specific
extensions have already been proposed for Hadoop like Pig 2 and Hive 3 to
handle these problems.
When data are ‘static’, batch processing is the most appropriate technique
to retrieve analytics and build decision making mechanisms. For instance,
a large company may want to discover patterns of the behaviour of buyers.
It could adopt historical data to retrieve the discussed patterns and take
1http://hadoop.apache.org/
2http://pig.apache.org/
3http://hive.apache.org/
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specific decisions for the future strategy. In these cases, real-time data stream
processing is not the appropriate technique. Consider now, a power plant,
where security issues are very critical. Sensors for natural phenomena (e.g.,
temperature, people movement) result large amounts of data that should be
managed in real-time. The aim is to create alarms when specific criteria
are met and decisions should be taken related to the response to security
violations. Real-time and big data analytics on streams require new models
for handling the speed with which data arrive, are managed and stored.
Additionally, in the discussed application domain, there is the need of
continuous query processing. Research efforts in streams query processing
[1], [4], [6], [10], [17], [26], [34] focus on the ability of handling incoming data
on-line against a set of continuous queries [25]. In this paper, we propose
a mechanism that deals with continuous query processing for applications
requiring the management of big data streams. Progressive analytics could
constitute the basis of an efficient solution. Progressive analytics is the gen-
eration of early results to queries based on partial data, and the progressive
refinement of these results as more data are received [5]. Progressive ana-
lytics requires only a few resources as query processing ends when sufficient
accuracy is observed in early results. Furthermore, in order to avoid the users
intervention in the decision on when to end the process, we propose the use of
Optimal Stopping Theory (OST) [28]. We provide an intelligent mechanism
that stops / terminates the process of collecting partial results and return
the final outcome to the user / application. The proposed mechanism relies
between the user / application and the progressive analytics service. The
progressive analytics service is applied onto a number of clusters. A specific
processor is responsible to (i) execute the same query in each cluster and
(ii) return early (partial) results along with a confidence interval on these
results to our mechanism. Based on the confidence values, the mechanism
decides when it is the appropriate time to stop the process, alleviating users
from monitoring the discussed information. Hence, the system saves time
and resources in a setting of continuous queries over big data streams. The
proposed mechanism is simple, however, efficient as we adopt the advantages
of data parallelism (a set of clusters) combined with the advantages of a
time-optimized framework based on the OST.
1.2. Motivating Examples
In this section, we provide three examples that show the motivation of
our work. In these examples, we reveal the need for having an intelligent
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mechanism relying between the user / application and a progressive analytics
service.
Example 1. Imagine a Cloud computing setting where a service provider
applies an intelligent monitoring service over the underlying resources. The
provider wants to process numerous log data and performance metrics in
order to have an insight on the overall performance of the system. This is
very critical as consumers’ requirements should be always satisfied because
any malfunction could cause Service Level Agreement (SLA) violations. Any
violation has economic consequences and, additionally, affects the reputation
of the provider. Streams of values for the discussed metrics and logs are
continually stored into the system. The provider, apart from simple alerting
mechanisms, wants an analytics service over the huge amount of data in order
to to have: (a) a more complex and intelligent alerting mechanism and (b)
a basis for scheduling future advances in the system. The first issue requires
the execution of queries over the stored data in real-time while the second is
more ‘relaxed’ concerning the reception of each query outcome.
Example 2. A governmental agency provides access to huge amount of data
related to various types (e.g., research data, sensor data). Such data are
available to interested parties either for research or for commercial purposes.
For each type of data, specific partitions are provided in order to facilitate
data management. The agency also provides a reference point for these data,
actually, a query executor serving a large number of users / applications.
Example 3. A bank, serving a large number of clients, manages their ev-
ery day transactions. The bank needs a system for fraud detection that will
respond and derive alerts in real-time. The huge amount of transactions are
stored to a number of clusters that are continually updated. The fraud detec-
tion system should define queries over this large amount of data and wait for
the response. Fraud should be detected in the minimum time consuming the
minimum required resources.
In the above discussed scenarios, two issues are of great importance: (a)
the separation of the huge amount of data into a number of pieces and, (b) an
executor responsible to receive queries of a stream, process them and return
the final results to users / applications. The data could be separated into a
number of clusters, probably in different locations, and different processors
undertake the responsibility of returning progressive results, for each cluster,
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in order to meet time constraints. Streams of data are connected to the un-
derlying storage mechanisms and, thus, data are continually updated. Each
query is executed over the entire set of clusters and when the ‘appropriate’ re-
sult is available, the final outcome is delivered to the upper level application.
The executor is responsible to return a response in the minimum amount
of time. Accordingly, the executor asks for the execution of the query from
the underlying set of processors. The selected set of processors could not be
exhaustive, as the executor decides in real-time the plan for assigning the
query execution to specific processors and for retrieving the final responses.
The executor does know how the data are separated and, thus, it asks for
progressive results accompanied with the confidence interval that every pro-
cessor provides on these early (partial) results. The executor, by serving a
large number of requests, should decide the right time to aggregate partial
results and return the final outcome to the user / application. Hence, it saves
time and resources increasing its throughput. Through this approach, the
executor releases computational resources and can serve much more users /
applications. It should be noted that the final outcome is returned to the
user / application only when the executor is sure about the quality of the
final outcome. The quality of the final outcome is affected by the confidence
values for every set of early (partial) results.
1.3. Related Work
Data are continuously collected in many application domains like finan-
cial services, life sciences, mobile services, etc. On-line users create huge
amount of content like blog posts, tweets, social networking interactions or
photos [32]. Big data analytics involves the process of collecting, organizing
and analyzing big data. The aim is to discover patterns, especially in the
case of unstructured data. Hence, meaningful information could be extracted
consisting of the basis of more complex decision making mechanisms. Suc-
cessful decision making mechanisms will increasingly be driven by analytics-
generated insights.
A number of tools for big data analytics have been proposed in the liter-
ature. The majority of them concern batch oriented systems and they build
on top of the Hadoop. A number of research efforts try to reveal performance
insights to the discussed framework [2], [12], [23]. Researchers try to provide
new functionality on top of the Hadoop in order to enhance the performance
of the proposed systems. For instance, the authors in [19] propose Starfish
which is a self-tuning tool for big data analytics. It can be adapted to user
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needs and to the system workload in order to provide an efficient solution.
The proposed architecture adopts a self-tuning database system in order to
be adapted to changes in users’ requirements.
When big data applications involve continuous queries, for having near
real-time responses, such applications include a large number of clusters or
machines. However, retrieving a response near real-time could be very dif-
ficult due to limitations defined by the number of data and the underlying
hardware performance. Querying data samples and the provision of pro-
gressive analytics is an efficient solution to the described problem [3]. In
addition, the automatic selection of data samples is a very difficult task.
Samples should be defined taking into consideration the domain, the un-
derlying infrastructure and so on. Specific sampling techniques have been
proposed in the literature [8], [18], [27]. In progressive analytics the Ap-
proximate Query Processing (AQP) technique is the key mean for handling
the accuracy in early (partial) results. AQP aims at providing confidence
intervals for early results and select processing orders to bias [8], [13], [29].
Users defining queries are not involved in the process, however, based on the
confidence intervals could develop an intelligent mechanism for handling this
information. When accuracy is at acceptable levels (according the specific
application domain), the process could be stopped.
A progressive analytics system is presented in [5]. The system is based
on a framework called Prism and allows users to communicate progressive
samples to the system. Queries are processed over the defined samples. The
authors proposed Now! a progressive data-parallel computation framework
for Windows Azure, where progress is understood as a first-class citizen in the
framework. Now! mainly works with streaming engines to support progres-
sive SQL over big data. In [9], the authors present an on-line MapReduce
scheme that supports on-line aggregation and continuous queries. For de-
creasing the latency of the system, the authors propose to have the Map
task sending early results to the Reduce tasks. This mechanism enables the
generation of approximate results, which is particularly useful for interactive
analytics scenarios. In [24], the authors present a continuous MapReduce
model. The execution of the Map and Reduce functions is coordinated by
a data stream processing platform. Latency is improved through a model
where mappers are continually fed by data instead of files and the retrieved
results are transferred to reducers.
CONTROL [18] is an AQP system adopted to support progressive ana-
lytics. Users have the opportunity to refine answers and have online control
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of processing. This way, users are actively involved in the data analysis pro-
cess. DBO [22] is another AQP system able to compute the exact answer
to queries over a large relational database in a scalable fashion. DBO can
have an insight on the final response together with specific bounds for the
accuracy of the early results. As more information is processed, the DBO
has the opportunity to provide more accurate results. Users can stop the
process at any time, if the accuracy level is of their preference.
1.4. Contribution and Organization
Our aim is to provide an intelligent mechanism on top of a progressive
analytics service. This mechanism will minimize users intervention in han-
dling early (partial) results. In the literature, the majority of the proposed
models involve users to manually define either data samples, where queries
will be executed, or to stop the process when satisfied by the accuracy level
of early results. However, this is very difficult, especially in very dynamic
environments where big data streams is the common case. Let us consider a
Query Controller (QC) that receives a stream of queries and performs their
execution. Each query is assigned to a set of processors. The QC should
provide the final outcome as soon as possible as it aims to serve a large
number of users / applications. The sooner the final outcome is generated,
the better the performance of the QC (throughput) and, respectively, of the
applications. However, the process ends when the proposed system ‘sees’
that the quality of the final result is at high levels. The Quality of Result
(QoR) depends on the confidence intervals that each processor returns to
the QC. The higher the confidence is, the better for the system. We adopt
the AQP technique and a progressive analytics approach. The provision of
confidence intervals for partial results is responsibility of the AQP system
[5], [7], [14] and not of the proposed mechanism. The proposed mechanism
could be applied either for batch oriented models or for stream processing
models.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our scenario and
gives an insight to our setting. In Section 3, we present the proposed mech-
anism by giving details of our models. We describe analytical solutions and
depict their realization. Performance metrics, simulation set-up and experi-
mental evaluation are presented in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we con-
clude our paper by giving future extensions of our work.
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2. Rationale and Preliminary
In this Section, we discuss the proposed architecture and present basic
information about our setting. In Table 1, we give basic notation for our
problem adopted throughout the paper accompanied by a short description.
Table 1: Concept Notations
Notation Description
QC Query Controller
QoR Quality of Result
Q Query under consideration
QE Partial query results
Pi Query processors (i = 1, 2, . . .)
CIi Confidence Interval for Pi
Ci Confidence value for CIi
ci Confidence value realization for CIi
t∗ Optimal stopping time
Yt Reward at stage t
Mt Maximum confidence value at stage t
Y ∗ Reward at the optimal stopping time t∗
R∗ Optimal stopping rule
T ∗ Principle of optimality
β Discount factor for reward
T Discrete time domain
2.1. The Proposed Architecture
Without loss of generality, we focus on the execution of a specific query
Q. The QC is responsible to manage the ‘efficient’ execution of Q. With the
term ‘efficient’, we depict the process that will result the best possible QoR
in the minimum time. As mentioned, data parallelism can offer advantages
in the ‘efficient’ query execution by splitting the data in to a number of
pieces. We consider that no specific algorithm is adopted for splitting the
data and, thus, we cannot be aware on the contents of each piece. Let us
denote each piece of data as ‘cluster’. As depicted in Figure 1, for every
cluster, a processor (Pi, i = 1, 2, . . .) is responsible to manage the underlying
data and return results to the QC.
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Processors Pi adopt the discussed AQP technique and for every response,
they also return the confidence interval CIi [5] on the early (partial) results.
The process, through which every Pi derives early results and the CIi, is
responsibility of the internal system and does not affect our model. We
assume that Pi are assigned to execute the same query over different clusters
adopting, probably, different execution methods. CIi, actually, is an error
estimate. Deriving a closed form for the CIi is often a manual analytical
process and, in the literature, is related to simple SQL queries [3]. Usually,
CIi comes with the form of error bars defining the upper and the lower level
of the error. Without loss of generality, we consider the variable Ci which
depicts the estimate of the center of the population described by the CIi
(confidence value). The calculation process of the Ci is beyond the scope of
this paper.
Let us now consider the discrete time domain T. In each t ∈ T, the QC
receives:
• the id of the processor Pi;
• early (partial) results for Q depicted by the set QE;
• the confidence value Ci for these results.
As data are not separated by adopting an ‘intelligent’ method and our main
scenario involves streams of data, Ci values could increase or decrease over
time. This is because, confidence intervals could be shortened or expanded
as more data are received and stored to the system. From the QC point of
view, Ci values are received in a sequential order together with early (partial)
results. The QC should wait to receive more results expecting an increased
Ci, however, it should not wait for a long time as it should return the results
to the user / application as soon as possible. Our aim is to provide an optimal
stopping model that will result the optimal time where the QC should stop
observing Ci values and return the aggregation of the partial results to the
user / application.
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Figure 1: The architecture of our model.
2.2. Optimal Stopping Theory
The Optimal Stopping Theory (OST) [28], concerns finding the best time
to take an action (decision) based on sequentially observed random vari-
ables. The final aim is to maximize an expected reward. The optimal stop-
ping problem is defined by a sequence of random variables C1, C2, . . . whose
joint distribution is known and a sequence of real-valued reward functions
Y0, Y (x1) , Y (x1, x2) , . . .. Let (Ω, B, P ) be the probability space, and Gt be
the sub-σ-field of B generated by C1, . . . , Ct. We have a sequence of σ-fields
as G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ . . .Gt ⊂ B. A stopping time is defined as a random variable
T ∈ 0, 1, . . . ,∞ such that the event T = t is in Gt. The aim is to choose an
optimal stopping time t∗ to maximize the expected future reward E[Yt∗ ]. If
there is no bound on the number of steps at which one has to stop, this is
an infinite horizon problem and the optimal return can be calculated via the
optimality equation. When there is a known upper bound on the number of
steps, it is a finite horizon problem and the optimal return can be solved by
backward induction.
3. The Proposed Time-optimized Mechanism
3.1. Model Description & Problem Formulation
Every Pi sends early (partial) results and Ci to the QC. We consider the
random independent variables Ci, i = 1, 2, . . . with realizations ci, i = 1, 2, . . ..
The QC observes ci ∈ [0, 1] and decides the optimal stopping time t∗
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where the QC stops the process and deliver the aggregated results to the
user / application. At every stage t ∈ T, the QC receives ct and checks if
the current reward is greater than the expected future reward. The reward
for stopping at t is
Yt = β
tMt (1)
where
Mt = max (c
∗
t ) (2)
and c∗t = {c1, c2, . . . , ct}. β ∈ (0, 1) affects the QC behaviour as follows. The
QC probably should delay the decision in anticipation of a better ci when
β → 1. It should not delay the decision when the user / application (e.g.,
a critical application) requires an immediate response to Q (β → 0). If the
QC never stops, the reward is considered equal to zero, thus, we assume
Y0 = Y∞ = 0. The discount factor β defines an upper limit on the stages for
delivering the final outcome.
Problem 1. Identify the optimal stopping time t∗ where the expected QC
reward is maximized.
Problem 2. Find an optimal stopping rule, such that the QC terminates the
process in order to maximize the expected reward Yt, i.e., E[Yt].
We can treat Problem 1 as a finite or as an infinite horizon problem. In
the finite horizon case, the QC should respond in a specific time interval while
in the infinite horizon case the QC receives ci and it has no ‘pressure’ on the
time for the final decision. However, the discount implied by the parameter
β makes the QC to return the final result in a rationale time interval. The
reason is that β affects the reward that the QC tastes at future stages. It
should be noted that we consider a model involving ‘recall’, meaning that
the QC stores the responses and early results up to stage t.
Once the QC receives ct, it decides whether to continue the process or
not, by examining the expectation of the future reward, i.e., based on the
max{m, ct} value, with m = max{c0, c1, . . . , ct−1}. In other words, the QC
has to find an optimal stopping time (stage t∗) at which the supremum in
Eq(3) is attained.
sup
t
E[Yt] (3)
Suppose that at some stage t, the QC has received Mt = m
′ and it is optimal
to continue the process. Then, at the next stage t + 1, if Mt+1 is still m
′,
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because ct+1 ≤ m′, it is optimal to continue due to the invariance of the prob-
lem in time [15]. Hence, based on the principle of optimality, this problem
can be solved as an optimal stopping problem with discounted future reward
and without recall. This means that the reward, in Eq(2), can be considered
as Y ′t = β
tMt and the problem in Eq(3) assumes the same solution as the
following problem:
Problem 3. Find a t∗ such that the suptE[Y
′
t ] is attained.
3.2. Model Analysis
Let rewards Y0, Y1, . . . , Y∞ where Yt = f (c1, c2, . . . , ct). The sequence
〈ct,Ft〉 is defined by a probability space Ω, an increasing sequence of sub σ-
algebras {Ft}∞1 , the sequence of random variables Ci (ci ∈ Ft) and E[ci], ∀i.
The following two assumptions should be true in order to have an optimal
stopping time:
(A) E[suptYt] <∞
(B) lim supt→∞Yt ≤ Y∞
Definition 1. A stopping rule R∗ is the rule for which the following inequality
stands true: E[YR∗ ]|Ft) > Yt a.s. on {R∗ > t}, ∀t.
Theorem 3.1. Assuming condition (A), for any stopping rule R∗, there is
a regular stopping rule R′ such that E[YR′ ] ≥ E[YR∗ ].
Proof. See [15].
Theorem 3.2. Under (A) and (B) conditions, there exists a stopping rule
R∗ such that E[YR∗ ] = M∗ where M∗ = supRE[YR].
Proof. See [15].
Theorem 3.3. Under (A), if an optimal stopping rule exists, in particular,
if (B) holds true, then R∗ is optimal.
Proof. See [15].
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Theorem 3.4. For the model defined by Eq(2) and Eq(3), an optimal stop-
ping time exists.
Proof. We have Yt ≤ βtmax (c1, c2, . . . , ct)≤max (βc1, β2c2, . . . , βtct)≤
∑∞
j=1 β
j|cj|.
Additionally, we have E[suptYt] ≤
∑∞
j=1 β
jE[|cj|] = β1−βE[|cj|] < ∞. Based
on the above, condition (A) is satisfied.
Additionally, lim suptYt ≤ limtβt
∑t
j=1 |cj| = limtβt
∑t
j=1 |cj |
t
. From the
law of large numbers, we take
∑t
j=1 |cj| → E[|c|] and tβt = 0. Hence,
limsuptYt ≤ Y∞ = 0 and condition (B) is satisfied.
Based on the above, the optimal stopping rule and the optimal stopping
time is given by the principle of optimality i.e.,
T ∗ = min {t ≥ 0 : Yt ≥ Y ∗} (4)
3.2.1. Finite Horizon Model
In the finite horizon case, there is an upper limit of stages equal to N . Till
stage N , the QC should return the final outcome to the user / application.
As the optimal stopping rule exists as well as the optimal stopping time t∗,
we can focus on the optimal stopping rule and solve our problem through
backward induction. Let us define Jt(ct) = max (β
tct, E[Jt+1(ct+1)]). We
take Zt =
Jt(ct)
βt
and, thus,
Zt(ct) = max (ct, βE[Zt+1(ct+1)]) (5)
If we take Zt(x) = max (x, at+1), we, finally, have that at = βE[Zt(x)] =
βE[max (x, at+1)]. Remind, that every ci ∈ [0, 1] and, thus, the optimal
stopping time is defined at the time where the current reward Yt is greater
than at where
at = β
(∫ at+1
0
at+1dF (c) +
∫ 1
at+1
cdF (c)
)
(6)
with
aN = βE (c) (7)
Solving Eq(6), we can have the recursive equation that gives us the reward
limit, for every stage t. Above this reward limit, the QC stops observing ci
and returns the final outcome to the user / application.
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3.2.2. Infinite Horizon Model
In the infinite horizon case, the optimal stopping time t∗ is given by Eq(4)
where
Y ∗ = E[max (βct, Y ∗)] (8)
Following [15], we have that Y ∗ = E[max (βc1, Y ∗)] and, thus, Y ∗ = βE[max (c1, Y ∗)]
Finally, as ci ∈ [0, 1], we have that Y ∗ is the solution of the following equa-
tion:
Y ∗ = β
(∫ Y ∗
0
Y ∗dF (c) +
∫ 1
Y ∗
cdF (c)
)
(9)
3.3. Model Realization
Our model realization depends on the selection of the probability distribu-
tion for variables Ci. In this section, we choose two probability distributions
and solve our model. The aim is to reveal the benefits of each one in the
discussed setting. We adopt: (a) the Uniform distribution and (b) the Ex-
ponential distribution. Frequentist inference involves inference mechanisms
based on confidence distributions. As defined in [31], the confidence dis-
tribution for a parameter θ involves the case where at θ, the distribution
follows Uniform and, thus, it is not informative in direction [31]. Example
application domains, where Uniform is adopted, include Econometrics [33] or
participatory sensing [30]. In [20], [21], the authors assume that confidence
values follow an Exponential distribution. These efforts propose models for
combining classifiers for character recognition.
When applying the Uniform distribution, we assume that ci values are
of equal probability in a specific interval. In other words, ci values have the
same probability to be observed by the QC. On the other hand, by applying
the Exponential distribution, we aim to handle various cases where the QC
assumes that confidence values will be low or high affected by the rate of the
Exponential. As no special data separation mechanism is adopted, the QC
cannot be sure about the level of the confidence values. It should be noted
that there is no reason to adopt a distribution ‘favourite’ to large values (ci →
1) as in these cases, the intelligent mechanism is useless. Large confidence
values depict the case where each processor believes that partial results are
similar to the final, from the beginning of the Q execution. However, this
scenario cannot be representative when we consider streams of data feeding
the system.
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3.3.1. Finite Horizon Model
Proposition 3.5. If confidence values follow an Uniform distribution, the
recursive equation at =
β
2
(
a2t+1 + 1
)
defines values that indicate the optimal
stopping rule at every stage t.
Proof. Applying the probability density function (PDF) of the Uniform in
Eq(6), we can easily take that at =
β
2
(
a2t+1 + 1
)
. Additionally, through
Eq(7), we get aN =
β
2
.
Proposition 3.6. If confidence values follow an Exponential distribution,
with rate λ, the recursive equation at =
β
λ
(
λat+1 + e
−λat+1 − (λ+ 1) e−λ)
defines values that indicate the optimal stopping rule at every stage t.
Proof. Applying the PDF of the Exponential distribution in Eq(6), we can
easily take that at =
β
λ
(
λat+1 + e
−λat+1 − (λ+ 1) e−λ). Additionally, through
Eq(7), we get aN =
β
λ
.
3.3.2. Infinite Horizon Model
Proposition 3.7. If confidence values follow an Uniform distribution, the
QC should stop the process and return the aggregation of the partial results
when the reward at stage t is greater than Y ∗ =
1−
√
1−β2
β
.
Proof. Solving the integrals in Eq(9) and, accordingly, the equation β
2
Y ∗
2 −
Y ∗ + β
2
= 0 for Y ∗, we get Y ∗ =
1−
√
1−β2
β
.
Proposition 3.8. If confidence values follow an Exponential distribution,
with rate λ, the QC should stop the process and return the aggregation of the
partial results when the reward at stage t is greater than Y ∗ =
ω+(β−1)LambertW (0,−βe
− ω
β−1
β−1 )
λ(β−1)
where ω = βe−λ (λ+ 1).
Proof. Solving the integrals in Eq(9) and, accordingly, the equation Y ∗ −
β
λ
(
λY ∗ + e−λY
∗ − (λ+ 1) e−λ) = 0 for Y ∗, we get Y ∗ = ω+(β−1)LW (0,−βe− ωβ−1β−1 )
λ(β−1) ,
where ω = βe−λ (λ+ 1). LW indicates the Lambert function (also known
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as the omega function or product logarithm). Hence, LW () represents the
solution of the following equation:
W (x)eW (x) = x (10)
with x = −βe−
ω
β−1
β−1
4. Experimental Evaluation
We elaborate on the performance of the optimal stopping models. Through
a large number of experiments, we evaluate the finite horizon model
OSMF as well as the infinite horizon model OSMI . Various simulation
scenarios are adopted in order to evaluate the performance of the OSMF
and the OSMI when, in our models, we adopt the Uniform or the Exponen-
tial distribution for depicting the confidence values. When the Uniform is
adopted, we aim to handle scenarios where the QC receives confidence values
in an ‘agnostic’ manner. The term ‘agnostic’ means that the QC considers
that confidence values, in the sample space, have an equal opportunity of
occurring. The QC does not know anything about the process followed by
every processor Pi and, additionally, it believes that confidence values could
continually be changed either in an increasing or in a decreasing manner.
When we adopt the Exponential distribution, we focus on high or low con-
fidence values based the λ parameter. For instance, when λ = 1.0, the QC
considers that it will receive high confidence values. The higher the λ is, the
smaller the confidence values become. In this setting, we aim to evaluate
different scenarios where streams of data affect the confidence values and,
thus, the query process at every cluster of data. When λ → 1.0, we assume
that data received by the stream have small ‘fluctuations’ and each processor
could easily conclude high confidence values on the partial results. When λ
is very high, we assume that data have ‘heavy fluctuations’ and processors
cannot easily conclude a specific high confidence value.
4.1. Performance Metrics & Simulation Set-up
We report on the performance of the proposed models concerning the
throughput and the maximum QoR. In this paper, we consider the through-
put as the amount of the successful queries executed in a specific amount
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of time. We define metric T , that depicts the throughput of the QC. T is
defined by the following equation:
T = |Q|∑|Q|
k=1 TE
(11)
where Q = {Q1, Q2, . . .} are the queries executed by the QC and TE is
the total execution time for each Qi. T represents the number of queries
executed by the QC divided by the total time required for the execution of
those queries. Actually, T depicts the number of queries executed over a
fixed time (milliseconds in our case). The higher the T is, the higher the
performance of the proposed models becomes. T is a very important metric
as in our setting, we consider continuous queries execution and aim to have
high throughput performance.
The QoR for each query is evaluated by the γ metric which is defined by
the following equation:
γ =
∑|Q|
k=1C
∗
|Q| (12)
where C∗ = max(c1, c2, . . . , ct∗). The γ metric depicts the maximum confi-
dence value received till the stopping time t∗. The higher the γ is, the higher
QoR the QC tastes (and the user / application, respectively). High ci indi-
cates that processors Pi are confident on the partial results retrieved by the
progressive analytics process.
For comparison purposes, we define TD and γD metrics. The following
equations hold true:
TD = TF − TITI · 100% (13)
γD =
γF − γI
γI
· 100% (14)
where TF is the throughput of the OSMF and TI is the throughput of the
OSMI . Additionally, γF is the maximum confidence result of the OSMF and
γI is the maximum confidence of the OSMI . These metrics are adopted to
depict the difference in the performance between the finite and the infinite
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horizon models. Our aim is to reveal the advantages and weaknesses of the
proposed models for the same simulation scenarios.
We compare the proposed optimal stopping models with a deterministic
model. Let t# be the stopping time where the reward exceeds a pre-defined
threshold h for the Deterministic Stopping Model (DSM). We compare
OSMF and OSMI with the DSM in order to demonstrate the optimality
achieved by the proposed models. Specifically, a mechanism that is based on a
DSM proceeds with a stopping decision (i.e., decision D2) iff the discounted
reward at time t, Yt = y, exceeds a fixed threshold h. The DSM decides as
follows:
D1 Continue receiving partial results and confidence values at the next
time slot t+ 1, if Yt < h;
D2 Stop and proceed with aggregating partial results and return them to
the user / application, if Yt ≥ h.
We evaluate our models with the DSM for diverse values of h, in order
to examine the cases where OSMF and OSMI results in better rewards.
The evaluation of each mechanism (OSMF , OSMI and DSM) refers to the
average throughput and maximum confidence values for a large number of
experiments.
Without loss of generality, we consider the sampling period d = 1 time
unit. For each experiment, we run 1,000 runs and take results for the
OSMF , OSMI and DSM . We take β ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.99} and λ ∈
{1.0, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0, 30.0}. β → 0.0 represents the scenario where the QC
should immediately return the final result to the user / application while
β → 1 represents the scenario where the QC has not ‘anxiety’, defined by
time restrictions, on returning the final outcome. In the second case, the QC
could wait for longer to receive more confident partial results. Similarly, as
described, low λ values are adopted when we deal with the scenario where
the QC receives large confidence values and the opposite stands for high λ.
Finally, we take h ∈ {0.5, 0.9}. When h = 0.5, the DSM stops the obser-
vation process for relatively low confidence values compared to the scenario
where h = 0.9.
4.2. Performance Assessment
We initially report on an estimate of the PDF for the proposed models.
In Fig. 2, we present an estimate of the PDF of t∗ for the OSMF model. We
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observe that the stopping time is affected by the parameter β. The higher the
β is, the higher the t∗ (in average) becomes. The reason is that the proposed
mechanism waits to receive higher confidence values before it decides to stop
the process, aggregate partial results and return the final outcome to the
user / application. In such cases, the reward at t+1 stage remains at similar
levels as at t. When β → 0, the QC reward is highly reduced as the decision
for stopping the observation process is delayed. In general, the adoption of
an Exponential distribution for depicting confidence values results higher t∗
especially when β = 0.99 and λ = 10.0. λ = 10.0 leads to very low confidence
values and, thus, the QC should delay the decision of stopping the process
as it expects higher confidence in the upcoming stages. When β = 0.5, the
mechanism results a very low t∗ as the reward at time t is half of the reward
at time t − 1. When Exponential is adopted, the proposed model is more
sensitive to β and, thus, the final aggregation is immediately decided after
receiving the first partial results (e.g., t∗ is very low, below 7, when β = 0.5).
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(a) Uniform distribution (b) Exponential distribution (β = 0.5)
(c) Exponential distribution (β = 0.99)
Figure 2: Pdf of t∗ for the OSMF model.
In Fig. 3, we see our results for the OSMI model. We observe similar
results as in the OSMF with slightly lower t
∗. Recall that in the OSMI , the
mechanism does take the final decision having in mind a specific horizon to
conclude the aggregation result. It should be noted that results depicted by
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 represent the probability density estimate over the observed
values retrieved by our simulations. Moreover, our models do not result a
‘stopping’ action when t∗ = 0. In this case, the QC should stop before it
receives the first partial results. We assume that the stopping decision is
taken at t∗ ≥ 1. A future extension of our model is to involve a warm up
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period for the discussed setting after which the QC could stop the process and
return the final outcome to the user / application. However, an intelligent
mechanism for deriving the appropriate warm up period is necessary in this
setting.
(a) Uniform distribution (b) Exponential distribution (β = 0.5)
(c) Exponential distribution (β = 0.99)
Figure 3: Pdf of t∗ for the OSMI model.
We compare the performance of the OSMF and the OSMI concerning the
throughput of the proposed mechanisms and the QoR of the final outcome.
In Fig. 4, we see our results when Uniform distribution is adopted. The
OSMI exhibits better throughput, however, it performs worse than OSMF
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concerning the γ metric. The reason is that the finite horizon model delays
to take the stopping decision till the upper limit for stages N . As confidence
values follow the Uniform distribution, the infinite model is heavily affected
by β and, thus, when the model achieves a limited reward stops the pro-
cess. The main reason is the ‘pessimistic’ approach that the infinite model
follows. As the confidence values are considered of equal probability, the in-
finite horizon model, the first time that it observes a reward above Y ∗, stops
the process. The finite horizon model is forced to receive partial results till
N , especially when β → 1. When β → 0, both models exhibit a similar
behaviour concerning the throughput as the decision should be immediately
taken due to the reason that the future reward is eliminated. As β → 1, the
finite model results decisions at stages close to the upper limit N in order to
achieve better performance. There is a trade off between the two proposed
models. If the QC wants to serve more queries, the OSMI should be chosen.
If the QoR is the main focus of the system, the OSMF is the best solution.
The higher the β is, the higher the difference in the performance becomes.
Figure 4: OSMF vs OSMI (Uniform distribution).
The opposite results are obtained when an Exponential distribution is
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adopted (Fig. 5 and 6). In this setting, the OSMF performs better than
the OSMI either for the TD or the γD metric. When β ≤ 0.5, both OSMF
and OSMI models exhibit the same performance concerning the γ metric. In
general, the Exponential distribution has an ‘attitude’ to low values based on
the λ parameter. In this case, the infinite model decides the stopping action
at later stages compared to the finite horizon model that should take the
decision before N . Hence, the throughput is lower for the infinite horizon
model. On the other hand, a delay in the decision of the infinite horizon
model may increase the QoR as the proposed model receives more confi-
dence values (in number) and chooses the optimal among them. It should
be noted that the discussed process is heavily affected by the ‘nature’ of the
Exponential distribution. When λ→∞, the Exponential distribution leads
to low values in general, and, thus, the infinite horizon model delays more
the stopping decision decreasing the throughput. On the other hand the in-
finite horizon model for low λ and β → 1 leads to an increased QoR as it
selects the optimal QoR from a large set of values (compared to the finite
horizon model). When λ → 0, the Exponential distribution does not ex-
hibit an ‘attitude’ to low values and, thus, the proposed models have similar
performance, especially when β → 0. The finite horizon mechanism seems
to be the best solution when we deal with the Exponential distribution for
depicting confidence values.
Figure 5: OSMF vs OSMI (Metric: T , Exponential distribution).
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Figure 6: OSMF vs OSMI (Metric: γ, Exponential distribution).
We compare the proposed models OSMF and OSMI with the determin-
istic model DSM . In our experiments, we adopt h = 0.5 and h = 0.9. In Fig.
7, we present our results for the T metric while in Fig. 8, we give results for
the γ metric. The optimal stopping models perform better than the DSM
in the majority of our experiments. The DSM has better throughput results
only when β → 0.99, however, for h = 0.5. A threshold h = 0.5, probably, is
very low to be adopted in real scenarios. Moreover, recall that when β = 0.99,
the proposed mechanism, mainly, retains the current reward (approximately)
when receiving successive confidence values. Hence, no ‘anxiety’ is exercised
in the proposed mechanism. The OSMI exhibits better throughput results
while the OSMF gives better γ values. The DSM adopting a high h value
(i.e., h = 0.9) exhibits the worse performance compared to the rest mod-
els. This is natural as the DSM waits to receive the confidence values that
will result reward over this high threshold. The above described results are
related to the adoption of a Uniform distribution for the confidence values.
In Fig. 8, we present results for a large number of experiments combining
different β, λ and h values when the Exponential distribution is adopted to
depict confidence values. As natural, the examined models are affected by λ.
Concerning the T metric, when λ→ 1.0, the DSM exhibits higher through-
put compared to the proposed OSM techniques. In this case, processors
return high confidence values for their partial results and, thus, the process
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could be immediately stopped. When λ > 5.0, the OSMF performs better
than the rest models (T metric). The OSMF and the OSMI achieves higher
γ values for β = 0.99 and λ ≥ 5.0. In such cases, the proposed mechanism
results large t∗ as they wait to receive high confidence values before deciding
to stop the observation process and return the final outcome to the user /
application.
(a) T (b) γ
Figure 7: OSM vs DSM (Uniform distribution).
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(a) T (b) γ
Figure 8: OSM vs DSM (Exponential distribution).
5. Conclusions and Future Work
Progressive analytics can offer many advantages when adopted to manage
big data. Such technique could be very efficient, especially when streams of
data is the main scenario. In such cases, data are continually updated and,
thus, there is not any insight on their form. In this paper, we focus on
data parallelism and assume an underlying progressive analytics service. We
propose a mechanism for handling responses retrieved by processors querying
clusters of data. Each processor adopts a progressive analytics scheme and
is responsible to return early (partial) results and a confidence value to our
mechanism. We adopt the principles of the Optimal Stopping Theory (OST)
and model the behaviour of a Query Controller (QC) responsible to manage
multiple queries. We build on top of the processors and provide an intelligent
decision making mechanism. Our aim is to alleviate users / applications from
the responsibility of monitoring continuous results retrieved by processors
and deciding when it is the right time to stop the process in order to save
time and resources. Two models are described: the first assumes a finite
horizon scheme while the second considers an infinite horizon setting. A
large number of experiments reveal the efficiency of the proposed models.
We focus on the throughput of the QC when working in a continuous query
scenario and on the quality of the final outcome. Through our results, it is
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revealed that there is a trade off between throughput and the quality of the
final outcome.
Future extensions of our work include the definition of an intelligent
scheme for creating plans and resulting assignments of queries to specific
processors. Every query will be assigned to specific processors, probably,
a subset of the processors available to the QC. For this, we are going to
provide specific models for queries and processors characteristics. Through
this approach, the efficiency of the proposed system will be maximized as the
appropriate processors will be selected only for those queries that their per-
formance will be the maximum. A learning technique will be also adopted to
build an intelligent scheme for assigning queries to processors. For this, mod-
elling the underlying data and the adoption of an algorithm that splits them
to the appropriate pieces, in the most efficient way, seem to be imperative.
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